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WORDS FROM THE CEO
Despite the pandemic, our strong growth continued during the year and we grew by
100 million sek and landed at 779 million sek in sales. The growth is because of increased production efficiency in oat drinks, where we are experiencing extremely strong
demand, but also due to growing demand in other product segments during the year.
We carried out three consolidation projects during the year, all of which aimed to
increase our efficiency, reduce our costs and invest even more in our production of
oat drinks. As a result of these projects, we decided to close down our lemonade and
juice line, which unfortunately meant staff reductions and redundancies of customers - but also a big step towards a purer business where the oat drink segment is
the most important segment.
We see a huge demand for plant-based products, and we believe that this is
more than a so-called ”Food trend”. We believe that it is a permanent shift in the
consumption pattern, driven by a strong commitment to sustainability combined
with criticism of today’s animal husbandry. The shift is led by the younger generation, and our assessment is that so far we have only seen the beginning of the
enormous growth potential that exists in the plant-based segment.
For us, this is a good deal in several ways. On the one hand, we experience strong
demand in the area where we are strongest, and on the other hand, we get to be
involved and pave the way for more climate-smart food. The explosive demand for
oat-based beverages is driven by the growing understanding of the climate issue and
buying our products is a step in the right direction for those who want to switch to a
more sustainable lifestyle. This is truly exciting and motivating work!
Changing and growing is often associated with challenges and for many employees,
the pandemic has led to a more difficult work situation, while our consolidation
projects themselves have at times been challenging. However, we are soon through
the largest changes at the same time as the pandemic is expected to subside and
we are looking forward to a new and exciting financial year!
Ahead of our coming financial year, we have a strong position with a pure range,
high-cost efficiency, and an even stronger focus on oat drinks. We also have a new
environmental permit which means that our growth journey can continue in Tingsryd.
We will increase our focus on sustainability issues - something that our consumers expect of us. Reports of accelerating climate change
and loss of biodiversity are clear signs of the urgency of the
work. There is no business on a dead planet and for those
who want to be relevant in the future, efforts are needed to
deal with these challenges.
We are now ready for a new and exciting financial year where
we will contribute even more in the work towards a viable and
more sustainable society!
/ Marius Jerndahl, CEO Trensums Food AB

” WE WILL INCREASE OUR FOCUS
ON SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES
– SOMETHING THAT OUR
CONSUMERS EXPECT OF US.”
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ABOUT US
...Trensum Musteri (cider factory) was founded as early as 1948
by the Ljungström family in the municipality of Trensum in
Blekinge, where they produced apple juice. When the business
grew, production was moved to premises in Tingsryd - where both
offices and manufacturing are located today.
...Trensums Food manufactures liquid foods such as beverages,
sauces and broths or liquid extracts. Our main segment is oat
drinks where we have a strong position in the market.

” TRENSUMS FOOD MANUFACTURES LIQUID FOODS
SUCH AS BEVERAGES, SAUCES AND BROTHS OR
LIQUID EXTRACTS. OUR MAIN SEGMENT IS
OAT DRINKS WHERE WE HAVE A STRONG POSITION
IN THE MARKET.”
...We sell primarily to large international customers and our
products are found in Europe, Asia and Australia, and we sell to
both grocery trade and catering sector.

...Trensums Food has the subsidiary Trensums Processing in
Svängsta in south Sweden. Through an advanced process,
a unique emulsion based on palm- and oat oil is produced here.
The emulsion is a central part in one of the world’s most famous
preparations for weight control.

...In recent years, production has focused more on oat drinks,
and we control the entire relatively advanced process - from oat
kernels to finished oat drinks.

... We are just over 187 employees of 12 nationalities, and we
are proud to be Tingsryd municipality’s largest private employer.

...The investment in oat drinks has been successful and
Trensum has grown over the past three years from a turnover
of 420 million sek to 779 million sek, which means a growth
of 358 million sek or 85%. This is a growth that few other
food companies can match.

...Our office and production is located in Tingsryd, in 36,000
square meters, of which 9,000 square meters are intended for
production and 2,000 square meters are warehouses.

...Today we handle 88 million liters of the finished product,
which means that we handle approx. 650 pallets per day.
...Trensums is owned by Nordic Food Group - a group with
a focus on the food industry and where sustainability issues are
a key criterion when evaluating new companies.

About this report
This sustainability report applies to the year 2020, includes Trensums Food and is
prepared in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Annual Accounts Act.
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MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY ASPECTS
FOCUS AREAS

TRENSUMS’ IMPACT
ON THE ASPECT, AND
THE ASPECTS IMPACT
ON US

HOW WE WORK WITH
THE ASPECT

FOCUS AREAS

ENVIRONMENT
Climate

Ecosystems

u We have begun to map the
conditions in the transport chain
to set stricter requirements.

u Climate change entails in-

u Our

Resources

Working conditions
internally

u Some of our products are

u Loss of biodiversity and the

underway to improve our water
purification capacity to handle
increasing production and reduce our water consumption per
liter product.

thirdparty organic certified and
thus live up to high demands on
environmental sustainability.

injuries in production.

Diversity

u We have several projects

u We sell products that require
packaging materials, finite raw
materials.

u Sustainable packaging is high
on our and our customers’ agendas, and there is still a lot to do.

u Food waste in the food
sector amounts to about 30
percent, from farm to fork.
It also means that 30 % of
emissions, resource- and land
use were unnecessary.

u For us, food waste is also
an economic loss, and we
work on our processes to
minimize waste.

u Stress and poor health linked
to work are some of the great
public diseases of our time.
u Accidents and work-related

business focus is on
plant-based products, mainly
oat drinks, and we are thus
part of the transition to a more
sustainable food system.

u We influence through emissions to water from our production facility and through the
cultivation of raw materials for
the products we manufacture.

functions and health of ecosystems affect us by reducing
the health of the ecosystem
and thereby the access to raw
materials and resources for our
production.

HOW WE WORK WITH
THE ASPECT

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

u We influence through
emissions from transport
and our production.

creased risks of impact on the
ecosystems on which our operations are based, for example
through forest fires or floods.

TRENSUMS’ IMPACT
ON THE ASPECT, AND
THE ASPECTS IMPACT
ON US

u An equal workplace where
people with different backgrounds get a place and are
reated with respect is a
prerequisite for good business.

u We

constantly review our
processes to reduce the risk
of injuries and increase
our employees' health and
well-being. We follow up daily
what we call OBS, AJ, and OJ,
which aim to identify potential
risks before incidents occur
and remove risks based on
analyzes/measures on already
occurring events.

u We see great value in the fact
that we have employees from
many different countries and
the added value that all unique
employees can contribute to
our corporate culture. We have
routines for detecting whether
someone is exposed to abusive
treatment or discrimination, and
for how to act if this happens.

ETHICAL BUSINESS
Anticorruption

u Corruption can occur in all
parts of society, even if we have
no indication that we have been
exposed to it.

u We have identified which
positions in the company that
are at risk of being exposed to
corruption. In our policy, we
state how we are to act in
situations that may involve a
risk of corruption.
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ENVIRONMENT
We work closely with our customers on environmental issues and of course follow all
requirements and current legislation. We have a BRC certification as a guarantee of good
food safety, and we manufacture several organic products. The most imminent environmental risk is emissions and wastewater from our operations. We have just received
an extended environmental permit to manage our future growth - especially in the oat
drink segment. Linked to this growth, we have decided to invest in a new sewage-treatment plant to manage the increased volumes of wastewater. We work with water-saving
projects and are members of the Bräkneån Water Council, which works to improve the
environment in nearby watercourses.
Wastes from the production and from cleaning are collected in separate tanks. The
wastes are later used to produce biogas and biofertilizers.
In addition to wastewater, our business also generates greenhouse gas emissions from
energy use. We have made an energy survey to identify where we consume the most
energy and we work continuously to streamline the processes where possible. We have
almost completely excluded fossil fuel in our steam boilers, over 90% of the fuel is bio-oil.
We also buy only renewable electricity. In addition to energy use, we also have a climate impact from transports and from raw materials used for the products. Both of these
are controlled and managed by our customers. All raw materials are purchased by our
customers, based on their requirements. The transports to and from our facility are also
procured for and by our customers. In 2020, our business generated 753 tonnes of CO2e
from transport and energy use.

Consumption Trensums Food AB (year 2020)
Real estate
District heating
Heating oil
Electricity

Consumption

Unit

Climate impact

3 821 000

kWh

269,0

772 000

kWh

216,6

8 063 000

kWh

116,9

		

Total 602,5

Transport
Internal
Diesel

19 806

Liter

Petrol

0

Liter

38,3

External		
Customer transport

0

Ton Km

			

Total 38,3

Business travel
Air travel

0

Pass Km

Train

0

Pass Km

Raw material supply and transport

Petrol car (company car)

0

Liters

Our customers have high sustainability ambitions and profiles. The products we manufacture for them are made of raw materials both from Sweden and from other parts of
the world. These raw materials is to varying degrees associated with environmental risks,
such as high climate impact or threats to biodiversity and ecosystem health. The use of
pesticides, fertilizers and the conversion of natural ecosystems into monocultures contribute to loss of species and habitats, but also to greenhouse gas emissions. The most important activity against this is to invest in organic production, and some of our products
are organically certified. Other measures to counteract negative environmental impacts
can be taken by setting strict requirements and following these up at the supplier level.
This work is handled by both us and our customers, and we have great confidence that
this will be done since we as well as our customers have high ambitions in the area.
As we receive and distribute large quantities of raw materials, packaging and finished
products, the transport work and thus carbon emissions linked to our business are significant. As with the sourcing of raw materials, the management and requirements are in
the control of our customers. So far, we have not set any requirements for our customers,
but the transports we control are in environmental class 1. We will start reviewing and
mapping all transports and start a dialogue with our customers to see how we can work
together to reduce climate impact from all transports. We will also review how we can
strengthen our requirements for the transports we purchase.

Diesel car (company car)

34 127

Liters

Electric car (company car)
Hotel

0

06
112,5

Km		

25		

212,5

			

Total 325

Total: CO2e 965,8 tons

In addition to the environmental work that takes place within the framework of
legislation and customer requirements, the investment in plant-based products is a
key part of our strategy for reducing environmental, and especially climate impact.
Compared to meat and dairy products, plant-based food has a significantly lower
climate impact and is thereby a vital part of a sustainable diet. Another important
measure is to reduce food waste. About a third of all food produced is wasted. We
can help reduce waste, by developing processes to minimize waste and introduce
more circular flows in our production. We can also work with customers and suppliers to use packaging that contributes to long durability, low transport weight, and
that is made from renewable materials with high environmental performance.
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”IN RECENT YEARS, PRODUCTION
HAS FOCUSED MORE ON OAT
DRINKS, AND WE CONTROL
THE ENTIRE RELATIVELY ADVANCED
PROCESS - FROM OAT KERNELS TO
FINISHED OAT DRINKS.”
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”WE WORK CLOSELY WITH OUR CUSTOMERS ON
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND OF COURSE FOLLOW
ALL REQUIREMENTS AND CURRENT LEGISLATION.”

HUMAN RIGHTS
We have not identified any direct risks to human rights. Our customers manage and
control the sourcing and have contact with their suppliers regarding requirements
and compliance. We are confident that our customers have routines for this work.
However, we are aware that this is an area that we need to monitor to gain deeper
knowledge about our sustainability challenges.

Working conditions
Trensums has 187 employees, of which 45 are so-called ”white collars”. The challenges
differ between these employee groups. For white collars, questions about ergonomics
and stress apply, while for employees in production, or blue collars, it is more relevant
to focus on a safe workplace, to minimize risks for accidents and to counteract the
underlying stress that can result from working with similar tasks over time. We plan the
work for a good work environment and satisfied employees with our work environment
policy, gender equality policy and policy regarding discrimination and discrimination.
We follow up the work, among other things, through an employee survey. In the latest
survey, we got good results and there have been no major changes between the years.
One of our challenges is health and safety in the workplace. We have a relatively large
number of incidents, in 2020 111 incidents were reported. Our employees have access
to education and training in various areas, but mainly issues that contribute to increased
safety. In 2020, we have offered training on for example fires and first aid, a total of the
equivalent of 64.5 working days.

Social sustainability
Blue collars		

		
Collective agreement

Total number 45		
Men
23
Men
Women
22
Women

142
98
44

Management		
Men
5
Women
1

Born outside Sweden
Men
25
Women
10

Manager		
Men
5
Women
4

Sick leave
Long term 2,6%
Short term 4,3%

Born outside Sweden
Men
2
Women
2
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Education and training
Area
Numbers h/educ.
Fire
132
3
First Aid
45
2
Other
10
3
Total

187

8

Total
396
90
30
516
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Diversity
We strongly believe that a workplace benefits from diversity, that a company gets
stronger with employees of different genders, at different ages, and with different backgrounds. Since we are in a small town, it can sometimes be difficult to find employees
with the right competence and skills and also to recruit young employees. By being more
transparent about our sustainability work, we believe that we can become more attractive
as employer, especially for young people, as they tend to choose employer with an active
sustainability work.

Ethical business
We haven’t identified any significant risk of corruption or bribery, but we are aware that
this occurs in all parts of society and business. We have no suspected cases of corruption
or other unethical behaviour in 2020.

” WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT A
WORKPLACE BENEFITS FROM
DIVERSITY, THAT A COMPANY
GETS STRONGER WITH EMPLOYEES
OF DIFFERENT GENDERS, AT
DIFFERENT AGES, AND WITH
DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS.”

Organization and governance
The responsibility for the environmental work lies with the quality manager, who in
turn works closely with the quality engineers for the product lines. The HR manager is
responsible for issues concerning staff health and safety, diversity, anti-discrimination,
and recruitment.
The work is guided by five policies that are relevant to sustainability issues.

• Work environment policy
• CSR Policy
• Gender equality policy
• Policy against discrimination
• Environmental policy
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www.trensums.com

